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SUMMARY
Limitations in daily living activities, depression, and anxiety symptoms may be present in patients with traumatic brain
injury (TBI) at different levels based on the severity of the injury. Regular aerobic exercise is a fairly effective treatment
approach to improving neuropsychiatric symptoms and physical performance of patients with TBI. Beck Depression
Index, Beck Anxiety Index, Barthel Index, neuropsychiatric clinical findings, and motor functions were assessed before
and after a 30-min regular exercise program, three times a week for 12 weeks in two patients with severe TBI having
neuropsychiatric complications due to injuries sustained in a motor vehicle accident. Clinical follow-up showed a
substantial improvement in depression and daily life activity scales of both patients. Regular aerobic exercise programs
are highly effective and inexpensive rehabilitation methods for reducing depression levels and increasing independence in
daily life activities of patients with severe TBI.
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INTRODUCTION
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) can be described as the emergence of pathological changes in brain function due to an external
force of varying intensities ranging from a simple bump to a penetrating wound in the head (1,2). TBI is a growing public
health concern. It affects young people more, requires long-term treatment, and leads to serious socioeconomic costs (3,4).
TBI is the most important cause of mortality and long-term disability in young people in developed countries. Its global
incidence presents a sharp increase due to the increased use of motor vehicles in developing and underdeveloped countries
(5,6). TBI affects not only the patient but also the family at the same time, leading to a decrease in the quality of life of all
individuals involved. TBI affects the individual at physical, mental, and cognitive levels depending on its severity, leading to a
significant loss of production capacities in young people by causing problems in communication and physical dependence in
their daily function (7,8). Care needs, duration of the treatments, and degree of caregiver burnout syndrome increase as the
severity of disability in a patient with TBI increases. It is necessary to diagnose the problems early and structure a complete
treatment regimen for the physical, mental, and psychosocial problems of these patients (6,9).
The rehabilitation of the patients with TBI requires an interdisciplinary, holistic team effort to manage medical complications,
prevent further disability, and help patients reach the highest level of independence (10). Exercise and rehabilitation
programs should accompany the pharmacological treatments to achieve a long-term improvement in motor and cognitive
disabilities in patients with TBI (11-13). Experimental studies on TBI have shown that post-injury exercise accelerates the
activation of endogenous repair mechanisms and functional recovery with a neuroprotective effect, reducing the cytokine
levels (14). Regular aerobic exercise improves functional status, cardiovascular durability, and cognitive capacity and affects
the mood positively.
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This case report described the improvements observed in the TBIinduced neuropsychiatric and physical findings in two patients
with motor and mental deficits following a 12-week aerobic
exercise program.

Both patients underwent cardiovascular examination and
respiratory function tests before the study, and their consent
was taken. The exercise program was designed including joint
range of motion, stretching, strengthening exercises, and balance
and coordination exercises for upper and lower extremities. The
patients were started on a supervised, partially assisted parallel bar
walking training when they could tolerate. The patients showed a
significant improvement in their mobility after 4 weeks. Hence,
they were started on an aerobic exercise program on a treadmill
and exercise bike. Each exercise session was conducted one by
one with an individual sports trainer under the supervision of a
physiotherapist. Aerobic exercises were done for 30 min, 3 days a
week for 12 weeks. A 5- to 10-min warm-up session preceded the
exercise, followed by a cool-down session. Balance, coordination,
and strengthening exercises resumed after the aerobic exercise.
Beck Depression Index (BDI), Beck Anxiety Index (BAI), and Barthel
Index (BI) were evaluated before and after exercise in both patients.

CASES
The first case was a 36-year-old male who had been in intensive
care unit for 5 months after a car accident 8 years ago. He had
no known chronic illness before the trauma. Extensive white
matter damage (WMD) due to bilateral fronto-temporooccipital contusion was observed on T2 images during the
cranial magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) examination after
TBI. The patient was put on prophylactic levetiracetam 2000 mg/
day and clonazepam 2 mg/day for the contractions in his body
8 years ago. On detailed examination, the patient was found to
speak in a tracheostomized, dysarthric, and explosive manner. He
had a significant level of intention tremor and mild spasticity in
bilateral upper and lower limbs in cerebellar examinations. The
patient was able to stand only with bilateral support due to ataxia
and had impaired mobility. His plantar reflexes were bilaterally
hyperactive. His body mass index (BMI) was 22 kg/m2. The second
case was a 20-year-old male, a cook with high school degree, who
had been involved in a motorcycle accident 8 months ago and
followed up in an intensive care unit for the following 3 months.
He had no known chronic illness. He had dysarthric speech in his
neurological examination; he was cooperative and oriented. He
had bilateral intention tremor; his bilateral upper and lower limb
cerebellar examinations (finger to nose and heel to shin tests)
were abnormal. He was able to stand only with support and not
able to walk because of the ataxia-related balance disorder. He
had flexor plantar reflex. His BMI was 20 kg/m2. His cranial MRI
examination revealed bilateral cerebellar WMD.

RESULTS
Both patients developed severe TBI after motor vehicle accidents,
with a high level of dependence in their daily life activities. The
patients participated in the 16-week exercise program regularly.
The pre-exercise scores of Case 1 were as follows: BDI, 30/63; BAI,
16/63; and BI, 10/100. After the 4-week training, BDI was 27/63,
BAI was 15/63, and BI was 10/100. The scores after the aerobic
exercise program were as follows: BDI, 12/63; BAI, 14/63; and BI,
30/100. In the pre-exercise evaluation of Case 2, BDI was 45/63,
BAI was 21/63, and BI was 10/100. After 4 weeks of exercise
training, BDI was 40/63, BAI was 19/63, and BI was 15/100. After
the aerobic exercise program, BDI was 16/63, BAI was 10/63, and
BI was 60/100 (Table 1). Significant improvements were observed

Table 1: Evaluation of BDI, BAI and BI scores of the two cases pre-exercise and after 4-week training and 12-week aerobic exercise.
Case 1

Case 2

BDI

BAI

BI

BDI

BAI

BI

Pre-exercise

30/63

16/63

10/100

45/63

21/63

10/100

After 4-week training

27/63

15/63

10/100

40/63

21/63

15/100

After 12-week aerobic exercise

12/63

14/63

30/100

16/63

10/63

60/100
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particularly in the depression levels in both cases after the aerobic
exercise program. The patients with a significant improvement
in hand fine motor skills became independent in their mobility
at short distances. The patients who were almost completely
dependent on their daily life activities before the exercise program
became partially dependent afterward.

DISCUSSION
Although TBI is the most common cause of disability for young
adults in developed countries, it is one of the most expensive to
treat. Most part of the expense is due to secondary problems in the
long term including memory, attention, psychological problems,
and difficulty with mobility, coordination, and balance (15, 16).
Aerobic exercise is one of the main parts of rehabilitation with
positive physical and psychosocial effects on patients with TBI
(17, 18). Exercise plays an important role in improving cognitive
abilities, coordination, walking ability, quality of life, mood
disorders, and other health outcomes among patients with TBI
(19-20). Recent review studies have reported that aerobic exercise
is beneficial for improvement in depression symptoms following
TBI (21).
Both patients participated in the exercise program regularly, and
no side effects were observed. Significant improvements were
observed in clinical neurological evaluations of patients as well as
their functional scales and mood.
Regular aerobic exercise in patients with TBI is an integral,
nonpharmacological part of the treatment in neurorehabilitation.
Exercise is economical, safe and acceptable by most patients,
increasing its applicability (22). Regular aerobic exercise is
an effective way to improve patients' neuropsychiatric status,
increase their independence in their daily living, and improve their
present functions. The exercises should be implemented under the
supervision of a therapist depending on the clinical status of each
patient and adapted to the cognitive level and physical capacity of
the patients. Further studies with a larger number of patients are
needed to confirm the preliminary results.
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